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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency 
of the United States Government. Neither the Uniteo States nor any agency 
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FOREWARD 
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ABSTRACT 

INFLUENCES OF GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT OF LOW GROWTH RATE 
FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN STEELS 

R. 0. Ritchie, S. Suresh and J. Toplosky 
D.O.E. Final Report No. DOE/ER/10389-2 

Lower strength steels have traditionally been considered to be immune 
to embrittlement in the· presence of hydrogen gas. In this work, it is 
demonstrated that contrary jo conventional wisdom, there are two regions of 
fatigue crack growth where hydrogen gas causes significant accelerations 
in crack propagation rates compared to air. Environmental influences in 
these two regimes are shown to be dominated by entirely different mechami sms. 

In particular, in the near-threshold region of fatigue crack propagation 
(growth rates smaller than 10-6 mm/cycle), it is seen that with reference to 
a moist air environment, near-threshold crack growth rates are accelerated 
in dry hydrogen gas and in dry helium, are marginally decelerated in 
distilled water and remain the same in wet hydrogen. Such surprising 
results are interpreted in terms of a new approach termed 11 oxide-induced 
crack closure 11 which is seen to be consistent with several hitherto unex,... 
plained experimental observations. Evidence in support of this model has 
been obtained indirectly using Auger spectroscopy and ESCA analyses of 
fracture surface oxide deposits in ferritic/bainitic, and martensitic steels. 
Direct evidence for oxide-induced crack ·closure is provided with ~he aid of 
ultrasonic techniques. Effects of variable amplitude loads, in the form 
of block underload cycles below threshold, are explained based on this 
mechanism and their implications ate noted with particular reference to the 
measurement of fatigue thresholds; 

Such results in lower strength steels are compared with corrosion 
fatigue crack growth behavior in ultrahigh strength steels. It is noted 
that although oxide-induced crack closure concepts still are valid, the 
effect is minimized in higher strength alloys and behavior is dominated at 
both near-threshold and higher growth rates by-hydrogen embrittlement 
mechanisms. 
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The consequences of this work are examined in the light of the role 
of environment, microstructure, load ratio and strength level in influcnece 
ultralow growth rate fatigue crack propagation behavior in steels. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

crack length 

crack length over which retardation occurs 
local hydrogen concentration at point of maxiumum 
dilatation ahead of crack tip 
equilibrium hydrogen concentration in unstressed 
lattice 
excess oxide thickness measured on fracture surface 
fatigue crack growth rate per cycle 

baseline fatigue crack growth rate at ~KB 
initial fatigue crack growth rate following underload 
diffusion coefficient for hydrogen permeation 
elastic modulus 
initial asperity height 
final asperity height 
linear elastic stress intensity factor (~1ode I) 

plane strain fracture toughness 
maximum stress intensity during fatigue cycle 
minimum stress intensity during fatigue cycle 
transition maximum stress intensity 

threshold stress intensity for environmental attack 
half the distance between location of peak oxide layer 
and crack tip 
number of cycles 
number of cycles over which retardation occurs 

-work hardening exponent (cyclic) 

load ratio (Kma/~in) 
universal gas constant 
time 
absolute temperature 
partial molar volume of hydrogen in iron (2 cm3/mole) 
hydrogen permeation distance ahead of the crack tip 
cyclic crack tip opening displacement 

alternating stress intensity range (Kmax - Kmin) 
baseline alternating stress intensity range 
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LlKth 

LlKu 

LlKuc 

LlaH 

Ef 
a 

effective stress intensity range 

transition stress intensity range in mid-growth regime 

threshold stress intensity range for crack growth 
(measured) 
actual threshold stress intensity range 
alternating stress intensity range at underload 
critical value of underload stress intensity range 
reduction in cohesive strength due to hydrogen 
true fracture strain 
hydrostatic tension 
monotonic yield strength 
Poisson's ratio 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Conceptual Background 

Modern approaches to design against fatigue failure involve the 
application of linear elastic fracture mechanics and take into consi
deration that all engineering components contain incipient flaws. The 
useful life span of such components, then, is estimated from the number 
of cycles or time to propagate the largest undetected crack to a 
critical size which is assessed based on fracture mechanics considera
tions. :In view of the increasing use of this "defect tolerant 11 approach 
in design, a large number of investigators have attempted to characterize 
the fatigue crack growth behavior of many engineering materials in terms 
of such variables as mean stress, frequency, microstructure, environment, 
and so forth. Although, a major portion of these data has been generated 
for the mid-growth regime of crack grmAJth (growth rates typically in 
excess of 10-5 mm/cycle), there has been a rapidly growing need for 
fatigue data pertaining to extremely low growth rates (less tha1 10-6 

mm/cycle or of the order of one lattice spacing per cycle) where the 
stress intensity range ~K approaches a so-called threshold value ~K0 , 

below which cracks remain dormant or grow at experi~entally undetec-
tab 1 e rates ( 1 ) . 

The use of threshold data has been fcll.nd to be essential in such 
applications as large scale nuclear and coal conversion pressure vessels, 
turbine shafts, turbine blades, alternator rotors, and acoustic fatigue 
of welds in gas circuitry in nuclear reactor systems where high frequency, 
low amplitude loads may be present (1). 

It is now well known from the available information that crack 
growth rates are sensitive to several mechanical and microstructural 
variables, such as mean stress or load ratio (characterized by R = Kmin/ 
Kmax), prior stress history, grain size, grain boundary composition, 
crack size, cyclic frequency, monotonic and cyclic yield strength, and 
so forth. A recent review of the effects of these variables can be 
found in Ref. 1. The various mechanisms associated with the propagation 
of fatigue cracks are summarized schematically in Fig. 1 for the near-
threshold regime as well as for higher growth rates. 

., 

The effect of environment on near-threshold fatigue behavior of 
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materials, however, has remained a subject of some. controversy. 
Firstly, there is little information available in the literature on 
environmental influences at near-threshold levels. Such limited data 
has resulted in contradicting interpretations and inconsistent 
descriptions. 

Fatigue tests on low carbon steel (2) and normalized pressure 
vessel steel (3) show significant accelerations in crack propagation 
rates near threshold and marked decreases in threshold 6K

0 
values in 

presence of dehumidified hydrogen gas compared to humid air. This 
influence of hydrogen was explained in terms of conventional corrosion 
fatigue processes involving hydrogen embrittlement arguments, even 
though no precise mechanism for hydrogen embrittlement was suggested (4). 
Other results (5-7), however, were found to be inconsistent with these 
conventional mechanisms: For example, data on A533 B low strength 
nuclear pressure vessel steel (5) tested in air and distilled water show 
no variation in threshold behavior with change in environment for tests 

·at a frequency of 160Hz. Similar tests on a T-1 low strength steel (6) 
did not reveal any appreciable change in behavior between environments 
of air, distilled water, and gaseous hydrogen of unspecified purity. 
Results in high strength D6ac steel showed that the threshold stress 
intensity range values were unchanged in air and dry and wet argon 
atmospheres at 100-374 Hz, although near-threshold growth rates were 
marginally lower in dry argon compared to air (8). Furthermore, Tu and 
Seth (9) repored reduced near-threshold growth rates and h,igher 6K

0 

values in the seemingly more aggressive environment of steam compared 
to air at 100°C. 

On the other hand, several studies have found that vacuum increases 
the threshold 6K compared to air. Threshold data on high purity heats 

0 

of tempered E24 steel (10) and 13% Cr martensitic stainless steels (En 
56 and FV 520b) (11) have clearly demonstrated that the near-threshold 
growth rates are decreased and threshold 6K values are increased in 

0 

vacuo compared to air. The possibility of crack flank re-welding has 
been suggested as a partial reason for this behavior (1). The results 
of Skelton and Haigh (12), however, show that in zero-tension loading 
it is possible to propagate cracks in vacuum to much lower values of 
6K

0 
than the threshold values in air. 
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It is evident from the above discussion that conventional corrosion 
fatigue mechanisms do not fully explain the wide variety of near..:thres

hold environmental influences on steels cited in the literature. Also, 
arguments based on hydrogen embrittlement are inconsistent with the 
traditional notion that low strength .steels are relatively immune to 
hydrogen damage .at low stress values. r·1oreover, the purity levels of 
the vacuum and inert gases used in different studies are too different 
to allow any reasonable comparisons. Although, it has been speculated 
for a number of years that corrosion deposits on crack faces might 
play some role Jn determining the rates of crack growth, no quantitative 
analysis has yet been carried out to substantiate the exact nature of 
this influence. 

In light of the above discussions, it is clear that with the limited 
extent of information available in the literature, it. is not possible 
to make any viable mechanistic interpretations for environmental influ
ences at threshold stress intensity levels and that no model, proposed 
thus far, is capable of providing possible explanations for the experi,.. 
mental observations. 

The purpose of this program was to establish a realiable data base 
for environmentally-influenced near-threshold fatigue crack growth in 
lower strength steels and to develop mechanisms to explain the precise 
role of the environment in affecting crack growth behavior .. 

1.2 Scope of Present Study . 
In the present study, it is demo~strated that the significant 

influences of environment in the mid-growth and in the near-threshold 
regions of fatigue crack propagation are dominated by entirely different 
mechanisms (Section 3). A new approach termed "oxide-induced crack 
closure" is developed to explain the role of environment near threshold 
and is shown to be consistent with experimental observations in a low 
strength pressure vessel (Section 4). It is seen t~at at low load 
ratios, near-threshold growth rates are·significantly reduced in moist 
envir9nments (such as water or air) compared to dry environments (such 
as hydrogen or helium) due to the formation of excess corrosion deposits 
crack faces which enhances crack closure in low strength steels. The 
significance of oxide-induced crack closure to near-threshold corrosion 
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fatigue in pressure vessel steels tested in air, water, hydrogen and 
helium is noted. In particular, a characterization of crack flank 

oxide deposits is made using X~ray photoelectron spectroscopy and 
Auger spectroscopy. Evidence supporting the concepts of oxide~induced 
crack closure is provided in Section 5. The consequences of these 
observations are highlighted with particular reference to the measure
ment of near-threshold data and an explanation for the effect of under
loads on fatigue crack growth at low stress intensities is given (Section 
6). Mechanisms for environmentally-affected threshold behavior in 
lower strength pressure vessel steels are contrasted with behavior in 
an u"ltrahi gh strength steel 300~M, heat treated to two different strength 
levels (Section 7). It is shown that in the higher strength alloys 
crack closure mechanisms are less important and t:l'ear.-threshold corrosion 
fatigue behavior is more governed by hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms. 
Additional contributions to crack closure at low stress intensities are 
noted in Section 8, and the relevance of these mechanisms to the role 
of microstructure is discussed briefly. 

It is considered that the results of this program provide a clearer 
definition of the mechanics and mechanisms of near-threshold corrosion 
fatigue in steels, which can be utilized to provide a basis for the 
alloy design of materials with superior resistance to environmentally~ 
influenced fracture. 

-5-



2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
2.1 r-1aterials 

The principal material used in the present investigation was a 
lower strength 2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo pressure vessel steel, ASTM A542, Class 3 
(hereafter referred to as SA542-3), which is a candidate material for 
coal conversion applications. A 175 mm thick section plate of the steel 
(Lukens heat no. 3707) was obtained in the following heat-treated 
condition: austenitized for 5~1/2 hr. at 954°C, water quenched, tempered 
for 8 hr at 663°C and stress relieved for 15 hr at 593°C, 22 hr at 649°C 
and 18 hr at 663°C. Chemical composition and ambient temperature 
mechanical properties are listed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Micro
structures in the plate were fully bainitic with less than 3% free 
polygonal ferrite at center thickness, with a prior austenite grain 
size of roughly 70 urn (Figure 2). 

For comparison purposes, additional tests were performed on a low 
strength C-Si pipeline steel, ASH1 ft. 516 Grade 70 (referred to as 
SA516-70) and an ultrahigh strength Si-modified 4340 steel, 300-M. The 
SA516-70 steel was tested following normalizing at 900°C and showed a 
30% pearlitic/70% ferritic structure, with an average ferrite grain size 
of approximately 30 urn. The 300-M steel was tested at two strength 
levels, namely after oil quenching from 870°C and tempering at 300°C 
and at 650°C (hereafter referred to as 300M - T 300 and 300M- T 650). 
Both structures were fully martenistic with a prior austenite grain 
size of 20 urn. Chemical composition and mechanical properties are 
listed in Tables 1 and 2. 

2.2 Experimental Procuedures 
Fatigue crack propagation experiments were performed with 12.7 mm 

thick compact specimens machined in the T-L orientation. Plane strain 
conditions were maintained based on the criterion that cyclic plastic 
zone sizes did not exceed l/15 of test piece thickness. Testing was 
performed on 50kN Instron electro-servo,...hydraulic machines operating 

under load control. Tests were conducted at ambient temperature in 
moist air (30 pet relative humidity), distilled water, and high purity 
dehumidified hydrogen and helium gases. Hydrogen and helium atmospheres 

-6-
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XBB 8110-9783' 

Figure 2. Optical micrograph of SA542 Class 3, 1.74 mm thick base 
plate at a) surface, b) quarter thic kness ( ~ T), and 
c) mid-thickness ( ~ T) locations (2% nital etch). 
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TABLE 1 
Base Plate Chemistries in wt.% of Steels Investigated 

~~ --------
i I ----~ 

Steel I Type c Mn Si Ni I Cr Mo Cu i p s I v jHeat Treatment 
SA542-3 2~Cr-1Mo 0.12 0.42 0.25 0. 14i 2. 48 1. 06 0. 16!0.013 0.020 - I Q & T 

! 

SA516-70,G-Si 0.23 1. 20 0.25 - I - - - :o.oo6 0.019 - I N i I 
300-M Ni-Cr-Mo 0.42 0. 76 1. 59 1.76,0.76 0.41 - [0.007 0.002 0. 1 ! Q & T 

~ ,, 

~ 
~ j !: 

Q & T: Quenched and tempered 
N: Normalized 

TABLE 2 
Ambient Temperature Mechani ca 1 Properties of Steels Investigated 

I 

Steel I Condition 0.2% Proof Stress U.T.S. Elongation I 

. (MPa) (MPa) I (%) I' 

~ 
I . -- >--

252 i 
SA542-3 I as-rec. 500 600 

I 

283 SA516-70 i[ as-rec. 327 496 
3oo-r-1 i\ T300 1737 2006 123 

300-M 'I T650 1074 1186 183 
II 

·I 
II 

1 Tests in ambient temperature/pressure hydrogen gas. 

2 On 45 mm gauge length. 
3 On 25 mm gauge length. 
4 Computed from Jlc measurements. 
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were maintained at 138 kPa pressure in a small 0-ring sealed chamber 
clamped onto the test piece, where gas purity was obtained using an 

extensive purification system involving molecular sieves, cold traps, 

and heat bakeable lines (14). Crack growth monitoring was achieved 
using DC electrical potential techniques capable of detecting changes 
in crack length of the order of 0.01 mm. Near-threshold growth rates 
were measured under load-shedding (decreasing stress intensity) condi
tions, with the threshold ~K0 defined in terms of a maximum growth of 
rate 10-8 mm/cycle. For decreasing load conditions, at each load level 
the crack was propagated a distance at least four times the size of the 
maximum plastic zone size formed at the previous load level. Growth 
rates above 10-6 mm/cycle were measured at constant load amplitude. 
Full experimental details have been described elsewhere (1, 3, 4). 

Characterization of corrosion deposits on fatigue fracture surfaces 
was performed using a fully computer-controlled PHI Model 550, ESCA/ 
scanning Auger spectrometer. ESCA studies on fracture surfaces and at 

0 

25 A depth (after ion sputter-etching) were conducted to identify the 
nature of the oxides formed. By comparing the resulting ESCA survey 
spectra with standard spectra, the composition of the surface oxide was 
deduced. To determine the extent of oxidation, depth composition profiles 
were obtained as a function of Auger sputtering time, calibrated using 
a known thickness of tantalum oxide standard~ The corresponding rates 
for iron oxide were estimated using the data on argon ion sputtering 
yields (atom/ion) from Veeco Brochure V60 and Physical Electronics (15). 
0 and Fe Auger peaks, as well as C peaks, were monitored and their 
amplitudes measured as a function of sputter time. From this informa
tion, an estimate of the thickness of fracture surface oxide debris was 
obtai ned. Auger spectroscopy measurements are discussed in greater 
detail elsewhere (44). 

Experiments to measure the rate of hydrogen transport in SA542-3 
utilized the electrochemical permeation procedures of Kurkela and 
Latanision (16), based on the technique developed by Devanathan and 
Stachurski (17): A schematic diagram of the hydrogen permeation cell 
used is shown in Fig. 3. The material under investigation is made a 
bi-electrode in the form of a membrane (about 1.5 mm in thickness) and 
clamped between the cathode (hydrogen entry) and anode (hydrogen exit) ' 
half-cells exposing 1.27 em of the surface area. An electrolyte 

-9-
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solution of 0. lN H2so4 is used in the cathode half~cell and 0. lN NaOH 
in the anode half~cell. To minimize the effects of oxygen reduction, 
both solutions are de-aerated prior to and during the experiment by 
bubbling nitrogen gas. Hydrogen charging is controlled by a galvano~ 
static circuit which insures that the cathodic charging current is a 
function of the external resistance and not the cell resistance. 
Hydrogen is adsorbed into the membrane and diffuses through to the 
other side. The anodic side of the specimen is maintained at a 
constant potential versus a saturated calomel electrode by a potentio~ 
stat so that the concentration of hydrogen on that surface is zero. 
Thus, when hydrogen emerges at the anodic side, it is immediately 
oxidized and the current generated thereby is a direct measure of the 
permeation rate. To make sure that the oxidation of hydrogen is the 
sole reaction, the anodic side is plated with palladium to suppress the 
oxidation of iron (this has no effect on the permeation behavior). The 
permeation current is measured by an electrometer and recorded on chart 
paper. All experiments were carried out at ambient temperatures. 
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3. REGIMES OF HYDROGEN-ASSISTED CRACKING 
3.1 Introduction 

Lower strength steels, with yield strength values typically below 

1000 rwa, have traditionally been considered to be relatively immune to 
embrittlement in the presence 9f hydrogen gas, a notion which has per
sisted due to their high Kiscc threshold stress intensities' for hydro .. 
gen-assisted cracking under sustained Joading. However, from the 
initial results.obtained in this work on low strength steels, it h~s 
become evident that such steels may be susceptible to marked hydrogen
assisted cracking under cyclic loading at stress intensities well below 

Klscc· The ambient temperature fatigue crack propagatio·n behavior of 
SA542-3 is shown in Figs. 4 and s·fo"r environments of mo'ist air and low 
pressure dehumi di fi.ed gaseous hydrogen for a range of frequencies 

(0.5 to 50 Hz) and lo~d ratios {0.05 to 0.75). Fig. 4 shows the effect 
o~ frequency at a load ratio.of 0.05, and Fig. 5, the effect of load 
ratio at a frequency of 50 H4. It is apparent that there are two 
regions.of fatigue crack propagation where dry hydrogen causes signifi,.. 
cant increases in crack growth rates compared to moist ambient air, as 
shown schematically in Fig. 6. The characteristics of hydrogen effects 
in these regimes are examined below. 

3.2 Mid-range of Growth Rates 

In the mid-growth regime (crack propagation rates in excess of 10-5 

mm/cycle), the presence of gaseous hydrogen causes enhancement in 
growth rates (up to 20 times) compared to air. These accelerations seem 

to occur at an approximately constant ~ax value, termed K~ax (roughly 
20 fviP aim in the present case), i.e. at lower 6K levels with increasing 

load ratio (Fig. 5), provided the frequency is belm'l a critical value 
(dependent on R). However, frequency and load ratio have little effect 
on the fatigue crack propagation for tests conducted in moist air. 
Table 3 summarizes the KT values for different frequencies and load · max 
ratios obtained for tests in hydrogen. 

The sudden transition to a higher growth rat'e in hydrogen is observed 
to result in a change from a predominately transgranular to 
intergranular fracture at stress intensity values around 

in Fig. 7. The characteristic fracture in air, however, is 

-12-
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TABLE 3 

Conditions for Onset of Hydrogen-Assisted Crack Growth in SA54-2-3 

R Frequency L'lK T T 
~ax 

(Hz) (MPaini) 

0.05 50 no effect 

0.05 5 no effect 

0.05 2 21.8 22.9 

0.05 0.5 21.2 22.3 

0.30 50 15.3 21.9 

0.30 '5 14.4 20.6 

0.50 50 11.8 23.6 
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transgranular with isolated intergranular facets, both below and above 

~ax· This effect of hydrogen also appears to be reversible in the 
sense that removing the hydrogen environment during the test, at stress 

intensity values above ~ax, results in up to 20 times decrease in growth 
rates, whereas re-introducing hydrogen leads to an acceleration i~ 

propagation rates by a similar magnitude. 
Although man,Y mechanisms have been proposed over the years for-the 

hydrogen embrittlement of steels, such as the Pfeil-Troiano-Oriani 
decohesion models (18) and the Zappfe pressure model (19), it is unlikely 
that one single theory can provide a complete understanding of the 
problem. (Since pr.ecise mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement are in 
most cases unknown, particularly in ·low strength steels, we imply here 
mechanisms by which hydrogen enters the lattice and promotes some 
degradation in resistance to fracture). For high strength steels, 
however, decohesion theories appear to provide at least a partial 
description of observed behavior, both for monotonic and cyclic loading 
in 11 hydrogen-producing 11 atmospheres, such as H2o and H2s. Such models 
propose that hydrogen is adsorbed from the gas phase, or evolved by 
electrochemical reaction (20), on freshly reactive surface at the crack 
tip, thereby entering the lattice and being transported, under the 
driving force of the stress gradient~ to the region of maximum dilation 
ahead of the crack tip where some form of embrittlement takes place 
presumably by a reduction in cohesion at interfaces (Fig. 8). (Unlike 
behavior ahead of a blunt notch, the point of maximum dilation ahead of 
a sharp crack may be verY close to the crack tip, i.e. of the order of 
twice the crack tip opening displacement. Accordingly, in this latter 
case, the critical event involved in the embrittlement process may 
rather occur at some microstructurally-significant characteristic dis
tance ahead of the crack tip). The reduction in cohesive strength (6aH) 
can be assumed to be proportional to the local concentration of hydrogen 
at this point (CH), where 

C = C . exp (a v/R T) . H o o ( 1 ) 

C is the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen in the unstressed iron 
0 -

latti.ce, v the partial molar volume of hydrogen in iron, a the hydro-
static tension, R

0 
the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature (21). 
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Such models are consistent with an increasing susceptibility to hydrogen 
embrittlement with increasing material strength (21), since hydrogen 

enrichment factors (CH/C
0

) are an exponential function of the hydro
static tension. 

The mechanistic aspects of hydrogen-induced cracking in lower 
strength steels, on the other hand, are still unclear. Classical . 
decohesion models (18, 21) pose a problem since they predict only 
marginal enrichment factors due to the small magnitude of the hydro
static tension in lower strength materials. For external environments, 
classical pressure models (19), where hydrogen is assumed to accumulate 
within internal voids in molecular form and exert gas pressures, are 
also inappropriate since internal pressures cannot exceed the external· 
pressure of hydrogen. Beachem has proposed that hydrogen assists defor
mation 'in some unspecified manner and thereby promotes fracture, which 
is consistent with observations of reduced flow stresses .after charging 
(22). However, the precise interaction between hydrogen atoms and 
dislocations, although clearly of importance to the embrittlement of 
iron alloys, remains undefine9 at this time (23). Recent metallographic 
studies (24, 25) have indicated that hydrogen may enhance the nucleation 
and growth of microvoids at internal surfaces in low strength steels, 
but it is not known whether such "micro-decohesive 11 mechanisms are 
important during fatigue, where a complete mechanistic basis for crack 
growth, even in the absence of environmental effects, is still lacking. 

Hydrogen-assisted fatigue crack growth in the -lm'i strength bainitic 
pressure vessel steel is characterized by a marked load ratio/frequency 
dependence, is coincident with a fracture mode change from predominantly 
transgranular to intergranular cracking, and occurs above a critical 

Kmax value, K~ax' which is small compare~ to Klscc· ~1any authors have 
observed similar hydrogen-assisted cracking in higher strength steels, 

with a similar load ratio/frequency dependence, when Kmax exceeds Klscc 
(26-29). The phenomenon, referred to as "stress corrosion fatigue" 
(Fig. 9b)(26), has been interpreted in terms of a superposition (27) or 
process competition (28) of sustained load hydrogen-induced cracking and 
pure mechanical fatigue components. Reaction kinetic studies (20, 30) 
indicate that such en vi ronmenta lly-i nduced cracking can be attributed to 
a mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement, rate-limited by surface reactions 
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at the crack tip. Specifically, it appears that in gaseous hydrogen 
atmospheres this rate-limiting step involves chemisorption of hydrogen 
atoms, whereas in water environments, crack growth is limited by the 
oxidation of freshly exposed iron surface at the crack tip (20, 30). 

Similar kinetic studies (30) in a lower strength steel (SA542~2) 

have shown that hydrogen-assisted cracking in this regime {i.e. above 
K~ax) is also rate-limited by chemisorption for crack growth in gaseous 
hydrogen, and the acce 1 erati on in growth rates has been attributed to 
hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms (although the precise nature of these 
mechanisms for lower strength steels are uncertain). In view of the 
presence of a predominantly intergranular fracture for hydrogen-assisted 
cracking in the present study, it is not unreasonable to presume that 
the embrittlement mechanism involves hydrogen-induced decohesion at
grain boundaries, similar to that observed in high strength steels (18). 

In terms of macroscopic growth rate behavior, ,the data in Figs. 4 
and 5 indicate that an effect analogous to stress corrosion fatigue takes 

6 . 
place in the mid-growth rates above 10- mm/cycle) in lower strength 
steels, with the very notable exception that it occurs at stress inten

sities well below Kiscc' i.e. at ~ax >. Kiscc where no such hydrogen 
embrittlement would normally result under purely sustained loading. 
This suggests some synergistic interaction (rather than additive or 
mutually-competitive interactions) between environment and mechanical 
fatigue contribution to crack growth. However, rather than occurring 
through some basic change in embrittlement mechanism, it is felt that 
the role of cyclic loading.is simply to maintain a sharpened crack tip, 
thus continuously p~oviding freshly exposed metal surface t~ere for 
hYdrogen to adsorb. 

One is now faced with a terminology problem since the nature of the 
hydrogen-assisted growth observed, with its characteristic fracture mode 

\ 

and frequency/load ratio dependence, conforms tb stress corrosion fatigue 
(c.f. Fig. 4 with Fig. 9b), yet in lower strength steels the effect 
clearly occurs "below Kiscc"· Conventionally, such environmentally
assisted fatigue behavior below Klscc has been termed "true corrosion 
fatigue" (26, 31, 32), as shown in Fig. 9a, yet the characteristics of 
the present effect clearly differ from those depicted in this figure. 
It is apparent that the commonly used "above and below Klscc" terminology 
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(26, 31, 32) for corrosion fatigue, whilst perhaps providing simple 
and useful classification for strain-rate insensitive high strength 
steels, can be misleading for lower strength materials. This follows 
from the fact that in such ductile alloys, the stress intensities 
necessary for the onset of such hydrogen-induced cracking (from hydr:ogen 
embrittle~nt) are different under sustained and cyclic loading (i.e. 

Kiscc r K~ax). Two reasons can be provided for this. First, as pointed 
out for aqueous corrosion fatigue by Ford (33) and Dawson and Pelloux 
(34), lower strength steels are more strain-rate sensitive compared to 
high strength steels such that Kiscc environmental thresholds should not 
be taken as material constants for a particular alloy/environmental system, 
and can be expected to be reduced under dynamic (i.e. cyclic) straining 
conditions. Second, since Kiscc measurements are often performed on test 
pieces previously pre-cracked in air, and stressed under fixed-load or 
rising-load conditions, the critical event for determining the Kiscc 
threshold may often simply involve hydrogen permeation through, or 
fracture of, the protective oxide scale previously formed at the crack tip. 
In fact, by pre-cracking in the actual hydrogen environment under test and 
employing fixed displacement conditions on side-grooved specimens, Shaw 
(35) has recently demonstrated that significantly lower Kiscc values, 
approaching K~ax values, can be measured in lower strength steels 
including 2~ Cr-lMo alloys. 

Thus, it is reasonable to regard the value of K~ax as an effective 
threshold stress intensity in fatigue for gaseous hydrogen-induced 
cracking by hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms (similar to the mechanism 
under sustained loading), which is nominally equal to the sustained load 
K1 threshold in strain rate-insensitive high strength steels (26), sec 
yet is considerably less than Kiscc in the present lower strength steels. 
(The role of hydrogen in influencing fatigue crack growth at near-thres
hold levels is considered to be largely independent of conventional 
hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms as discussed in Section 3.3). 

Similar arguments (33, 34) have been proposed for corrosion fatigue 
crack growth for the mid-growth regime in aqueous environments for a 
number of alloy systems, where the environmental contribution to cracking 
involves active path corrosion in addition to, or in place of, hydrogen 
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embrittlement mechanisms. Dawson and Pelloux (34), in fact, refer to 

their environmental threshold as L'!Kscc for aqueous corrosion fatigue in 
titanium alloys. However, since the onset of'the.environmentally

assisted crack growth occurs above a constant maximum stress intensity 
(KT )(independent of R), for the present case of gaseous hydrogen max . 
environments (Table 3), it is preferable to define the environmental 
threshold in terms of a Kmax value, rather than a particular alternating 
stress intensity. It is perhaps worth noting here that certain authors 
(2, 36-39),·who have examined fatigue crack propagation behavior over a 
limited range of growth rates, have·mistakenly interpreted this environ
mental threshold as the 6K

0 
threshold for no fatigue crack growth. As 

shown by the data· in Figs. 4 and 5, this is clearly erroneous, since 
6K

0 
thresholds are generally an order of magnitude smaller. 
Finally, the question ·arises as to the reason for the existence of 

an environmental threshold stress intensity (K~ax) for a hydrogen 
embrittlement contribution to fatigue crack growth. From the present 
data, the value of K~ax appears dependent upon frequency (Figs. 4 and 5) 

and hydrogen pressure (discussed later in this Section), and independent 
of load ratio (Tabl~ 3). Such observations are consistent with model
ling studies (18, 21) which equate the critical stress intensity above 
which hydrogen embrittlement is predominant with a critical solubility 
of hydrogen ahead of the crack tip. From Eq. l, this critical hydrogen 
concentration (CH) is dependent upon the hyd~ostatic stress and the 
hydrogen conce'ntratioh in the lattice. Thus, by··increasing th-e hydrogen 
pressure, an earlier onset of hydrogen-assisted growth is to be expected, 
whereas the similar effect observed with decreasing frequency (Fig. 4) 

is at least qualitatively consistent with the kinetic aspects of there 
being sufficient time for the critical step in the hydrogen embrittlement 
process to occur. This critical step can be considered in terms of the 
competition between several processes (Fi~. 8), principally involving the 
rate of hydrogen adsorption at the crack tip, its transport into the 
lattice, and the rate of formation of fresh surface as the crack grows. 
Of these, hydrogen transport can be quickly dismissed as a ~ate-limiting 
step ~imply from hydrogen diffusion data. Using the electro-chemical 
permeation technique of Devanathan and Stachurski (17), our measurements 
on unstressed samples of SA542~3 yielded a diffusion coefficient for 
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hydrogen permeation (D) of roughly 5xlo- 7 cm2jsec. Using the simple 

relation for the distance x for hydrogen diffusion into the lattice in 
time t, namely, 

{2) 

implies that hydrogen will permeate through the lattice by distances 
roughly 4 and 40 ~m during one cycle, for frequencies of 50 and 0.5 Hz, 
respectively. Since this is several times larger than the crack advance 
per cycle, and futhermore, actual diffusion rates may be in excess of this 
due to dislocation aided transport (23, 40) in stressed samples, hydrogen 
transport can clearly not be consi"dered as rate ... l imiting for the frequency 
range studied. However, as noted above, more detailed kinetic studies by 
Wei and co-workers (20, 30) equate the rate-limiting step to chemisorption 
of hydrogen at the crack tip for gaseous hydrogen atmospheres. Related 
arguments have been advanced for the analogous effect of an environmental 
threshold for corrosion fatigue in aqueous environments, where the frequ
ency dependence on K~ax is assumed to be a function of the interaction 
between the rate of oxide rupture at the crack tip, the rate of passivation 
and the rate of metal dissolution or hydrogen production at the bared 
surface (33, 34, 41 ). 

3.2. 1 Hydrogen Assisted Cracking in SA516-70 Steel 
Fig. 10 shows the variation of crack growth rate with stress 

intensity range for SA516 pipeline steel in environments of moist 
air and low pressure (0.14 ~1Pa) dry hydrogen gas at load ratios of 
0.15 and 0.75. Fatigue data of this steel obtained by Wachob and 
Nelson (37) in high pressure (6.9 ~·1Pa) hydrogen are also plotted 
in Fig. 10. It is observed that similar to the behavior observed 
in the case of SA542-3, the pipeline steel also undergoes significant 
accelerations in propagation rates in the two regions of crack growth, 
namely, the mid-growth and the threshold regimes. 

In the mid-growth region, the crack growth data obtained in 
the present study, as well as by Wachob and Nelson (37), for 
environment of moist air are found to be similar. The difference 
in the testing frequency in the two studies does not appear to 
result in any significant differences in fatigue behavior. (This 
and the information on the influence of low pressure hydrogen 
imply that the critical frequency for any effect of low pressure 
hydrogen in the mid-growth regime is below 0.1 Hz). It can be 
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inferred from these results that increasing the pressure of 

hydrogen from 0.14 t-1Pa to 6.9 MPa leads to considerable accelera-
tion in crack growth rates with a relatively low ~ax value of 11 
MPairn (compared to a ~ax of about 20 r;lPav'ffi for low strength SA542-3). 
This effect of pressure is consistent with the previously presented 
~rgument (Section 3) that the influence of hydrogen in accelerating 
crack velocities at growth rates above 10~ 5 mm/cycle is due to a 
hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. 

In the threshold regime for crack growth. the environmental 
influences seen in the case of SA516 are similar to those in SA542-3 
for both low and high load ratio values. Also, comparison of the 
results obtained on SA516 in the present study and in Ref. 37 shows 
no variation in crack growth rate with a change in frequency from 
0.1 to 50 Hz above a growth rate of 10-6 mm/cycle. Unfortunately, 
information on crack growth rates near-threshold for high pressure 
hydrogen or frequencies lower than 50 Hz are not available for SA516. 

3.3 Near-Threshold Growth Rates 
In the near-threshold regime of crack propagation, where growth rates 

-6 are smaller than 10 mm/cycle, increasing the load ratio results in a 
decrease in threshold 6K

0 
up to a certain load ratio value, beyond which 

it is load ratio-independent, as shown in Fig. 11 for SA542-3 tested 
moist air environment over a range of R values from 0.05 to 0.75. The 
most pronounced effect of hydrogen on crack growth is seen in the near
threshold regime, where the presence of dry gaseous hydrogen enhances the 
fatigue crack propagation rates by up to two orders of magnitude and 
decreases the threshold stress intensity range by up to 30% compared to 
moist air. This significant influence of hydrogen is observed~ at 
low load ratios; there is little difference between near-threshold growth 
rates in air and hydrogen at high R values (Fig. 12). A similar result 
can be seen for SA516-70 steel, as shown in Fig. 10. The role of dehumidi
fied helium gas at lower growth rates compared closely with that of 
hydrogen (Fig. 13). Although at the mid-range of growth rates, crack 
propagation is expectedly slower compared to moist air, at near-threshold. 
levels the presence of the dry inert gas actually accelerates growth 
rates by over an order of magnitude compared to moist air, the threshold 
6K

0 
in moist air being 24% higher compared to helium. In contrast, 
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Figure 13. Fatigue crack propagation in bainitic SA542-3 steel tested at 
R = 0.05 in environments of moist air, water, dry and wet 
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distilled water environments lead to a marginal deceleration in near
threshold crack growth rates, with a threshold b.K

0 
value fractionally 

above that measured in humid air, whilst wet hydrogen results in 
threshold behavior similar to that of moist air (Fig. 13). At such low 
stress intensities, the fracture mode is predominantly transgranular 
with evidence of some intergranular separation (Fig. 14). The proportion 
of intergranular facets, which are not seen at R = 0.75, increases· with 
increasing b.K to a maximum of typically 30-40% at b.K ~ 15 MPalim, before 
decreasing to zero above b.K = 20-25 MPalim in air, water, and hydrogen 
environments*. Little evidence of such facets was seen in helium tests. 

The significant influences of hydrogen near threshold have been 
interpreted previously in terms of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms 
(1, 4). Although conventional corrosion fatigue mechanisms (i.e. in the 
case of hydrogen environments, hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms) have 
been suggested earlier, the exact nature of such mechanisms had not been 
.explained. In the present work, it has become obvious that such models 
are not totally consistent with the near-threshold data observed and 
with the existing data in the literature. 

First, although-there is a significant influence of hydrogen at low 
load ratios near threshold, there is little effect of hydrogen at high 
load ratios. Existing models based on hydrogen embrittlement are not 
consistent with hydrogen-assisted growth only at low load ratios. 

Second, the accelerations in ultra-low crack growth rates in the 
presence of hydrogen are not accompanied by any apparent change in frac
ture mode, as was seen in the mid-growth regime. At low load ratios, 
near-threshold growth rates are similar in hydrogen and helium where the 
proportion of intergranular fracture is different, whereas the propor
tion of intergranular fracture is similar in air and hydrogen where the 
growth rates are different (Fig. 13). 

Third, accelerated crack growth rates, compared to moist air .• are 
seen only in dry gaseous hydrogen and dry gaseous helium, whereas rates 
in wet hydrogen and distilled water are similar to those in air. 

The above observations clearly question the role of conventional 
corrosion fatigue mechanisms, such as hydrogen embrittlement and active 

*These observations pertain to tests at 50Hz where no abrupt accelerations due 
to hydrogen, of the nature discussed in Section 3.2, are observed. 
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Figure 14. Fractographs of near-threshold fracture surfaces of SA542-3 
steel from tests in air, water, dry hydrogen and dry helium 
environments. 
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path corrosion (metal dissolution), in influencing environmentally
affected near-threshold crack growth. Whilst, it is premature to rule 
out such mechanisms in actively contributing to behavior, it is apparent 
that some other mechanism is dominant at such low stress intensities. 
In the following section, a new model for environmental behavior is 
presented based on the role of crack tip corrosion deposits in promoting 
fatigue crack closure. This concept, termed 11 0Xi de-induced crack 
closure 11

, is shown to be consistent with the observed behavior in lower 
strength steels presented above . 
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4. A t~IECHAN IS!~ FOR NEAR-THRESHOLD ENVIRONI~ENTAL EFFECTS IN LOWER STREN!JTH 

STEELS 

4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the previous section, it is apparent that whereas 

conventional corrosion fatigue'mechanisms, such as those ·involving 
hydrogen embrittlement, may offer viable mechanistic explanations for 
the role of environment at higher growth rates ( typically above "' 10-5 

mm/cycle), such mechanisms clearly do not totally describe behavior in 
lower strength steels at near-threshold levels. Although it is likely 
that hydrogen embrittlement processes are still occurring, it is clear 
that the observed behav.ior is dominated by other processes. In the 
following sections, a new model is presented based on crack closure 
originating from oxide debris formed on the crack surfaces. The mechani
cal and environmental factors influencing near-threshold fatigue 
behavior, discussed in the previous section, are then rationalized in 
terms of this oxide-induced crack closure concept. 

During fatigue crack growth, material is plastically strained at 
the crack tip, and due to the restraint of surrounding elastic material 
on this residual stretch, some closure of the crack faces may occur at 
positive loads of the loading cycle (45). The result of this is a 
reduction in the stress intensity range, responsible for crack propag?

tion, from a nominal value 6K ( = Kmax - Kmin) to an effective value, 

6Keff ( = Kmax- Kc£), where Kc£ is the stress intensity to close the 
crack. However, as the load ratio is ra~sed, the crack remains open for 
a larger portion of the loading cycle and the effective stress intensity 
range approaches the nominal value. This phenomenon by which crack tip 
stress intensity range values are reduced due to a residual stretch 
and associated contact of fracture surfaces is known as crack 
closure, or in our terminology, "plasticity-induced crack closure" (42, 

44-46). 

Although it has long been known that the role of crack closure in 
the near-threshold regime of crack growth could be quite significant 
(1, 47), no detailed study of the phenomenon has been carried out. The 
problem has been that plasticity-induced crack closure is promoted by 
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plane stress conditions (1) yet at near~threshold levels, plane strain 

conditions invariably are present. It has become apparent in this 

study, however, that other mechanisms of crack closure, involving the 

role of foreign debris and fracture surface roughness, are significant 

at the very low crack tip displacements associated with near~threshold 

stress intensities. The mechanism involving enlarged corrosion debris 

on the crack flanks, in particular, is felt to be responsible for 
influencing much of the near-threshold corrosion fatigue behavior 

observed. 
Fracture surfaces of specimens which have undergone near-threshold 

testing are generally characterized by bands of corrosion deposits. 
Macroscopic examination of such surfaces reveals that the deposits are 
visually thickest for tests in moist environments at low load ratios, 
and to be absent for tests at high load ratios at high growth rates 

(Fig. 15). Comparison of information obtained from X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (ESCA) analysis with standard spectra for iron oxides show 

that deposits present on the surfaces are predominantly Fe2o3 (Fig. 16). 

Actual oxide thickness measurements, as a function of crack length 
(and thus a function of growth rate) are shown in Fig. 17, estimated 
using Ar+ sputtering analysis in the Auger spectrometer. 

It is apparent that the oxide thicknesses are inversely related to 

the crack growth rate, and are at a maximum close to 6K
0

. In moist air 
the maximum thickness is of the order of 0.2 lJm at R = 0.05, compared to 
less than 0.1 lJm in hydrogen. (Even after intensive purification of gas 
streams some residual traces of moisture remain in the system which, 
aided by a fretting mechanism, result in some oxide formation in dehumi

dified environments). At R = 0.75, oxide thicknesses in either environ

ment are an order of magnitude smaller. It is also found that the back
ground oxide deposits obtained by exposing a freshly bared surface of 
the same material to the same laboratory air environment for the same 

0 

length of time as the duration of a threshold test are roughly 50 A to 
0 

150 A in thickness which is similar to the amount of oxide formation at 

higher growth rates. Clearly, the substantial oxide formation at near

threshold stress intensities at low load ratios results from some aspect 

of the fatigue process. This process has been described as ''fretting 

oxidation", where plasticity-induced crack closure (45) and Mode II 

displacements (48) lead to abrasion, fracturing and compacting of the 
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Figure 15. Bands of corrosion deposits visible on near-threshold fatigue 
fracture surfaces tested in moist air at a) R = 0.05 and . 
b) R = 0. 75. 
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oxide scale at low load ratios, to yield local heating, new zones of 
exposed surface and hence more oxidation (44, 49). The lack of visible 
corrosion deposits at high load ratios and at higher growth rates 
(Fig. 15) is certainly consistent with this mechanism. 

4.2 Model for Crack Closure 
The significance of oxide layers in promoting crack closure, 

where cyclic crack tip displacements are small, i.e. at near-threshold 
levels, can be estimated by means of the following simple model. 
Consider first an idealized crack, shown in Fig. 18a, where the excess 
oxide layer is taken to be a rigid wedge of constant thickness d, 
extending along the crack length a distance 2£ behind the crack tip. 
Assuming only a mechanical closure phenomenon arising from the presence 
of the excess oxide debris on the crack faces and ignoring plasticity 
and hysteresis effects, calculations based on elastic superposition using 
Barenblatt singular integral equations (50) or the Westergaard stress 
function (51) yield a closure stress intensity value at the crack tip· 
(52) 

K = 
c£ x=O 

Ed (3) 

where dis the maximum excess oxide thickness, 2£ the location behind 
the tip corresponding to the thickest oxide formation and E/1 - v2 the 
effective Young's modulus in plane strain. An estimate of 2Q, can be 
obtained from scanning electron microscopy of fatigue specimens, broken 
open in liquid nitrogen after cycling at threshold 6K

0 
levels. From 

such micrographs, the location of the oxide peak behind the crack tip 
for SA542-3 steel in air (R = 0.05) was found to be between 1/2 to 5 ~m. 
(It should be noted that because of a square root dependence of ~ in 
Eqn. 3, the exact numerical value becomes less critical.) With Q, = 2 ~m, 
and a maximum oxide thickness of d = 0.2 ~m (Fig. 17), an estimate of the 
closure stress intensity Kc~ is found to be 4. 5 f'1Palrii. For tests at 
R = 0.05 in dry hydrogen, where d = 0.1 ~m, Kc£ is estimated to be about 
2.3 MPalffi. Thus, the predicted difference in closure stress intensities 
for moist air and dry hydrogen near-threshold conditions, due to the 
presence of oxide debris, is of order 2 t·1Palrii, approximately equal to 
the difference in observed threshold 6K

0 
values for the two environments 
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(Fig. 4). Thus, despite the crude nature of the model and the assump~ 

tion that the levels of plasticity-induced closure are identical in 

both environments, it is clear that corrosion deposits formed on crack 

faces at the thicknesses measured have a significant influence on 

closure stress intensities at near-threshold levels, where crack tip 

displacements are small. 
A more realistic idealization (53) of the situation is shown in 

Fig. 18b where the measured oxide profile, for SA542-3 steel in moist 

air at R = 0.05 (Fig. 17), is superimposed on the crack opening profile 

(for a solid of strain hardening exponent n' = 0. 1), as determined from 

Shih's small-scale yielding finite element solution, for monotonic 
loading using J 2 deformation theory (54). By comparing the maximum 

oxide thickness with the normalized crack opening displacement (COD( 

(K~ax/Eoy)), as a function of normalized distance from the crack tip 

(r/(Kmax/oy) 2), it is again apparent that significant crack closure can 

arise from the presence of sub-micron corrosion deposits. However, 

because of uncertainties associated with the location of the maximum 

oxide thickness behind the crack tip at 6K , with the exact nature of 
0 

contact between the crack faces, and with the oxide profile from the 

oxide peak to the crack tip, more rigorous calculations of Kc£ are not 

feasible at present. 

Approximate calculations for closure levels have also been performed 

by Purushothaman and Tien (55), where an estimate of the closure stre~s 

intensity Kc~ was derived in terms of the interference between mating 

fracture surfaces. In their surface roughness model for fatigue crack 

closure, the influence of fracture surface undulation is considered, 

such that 

(4) 

where h
0 

and h are length dimensions describing the initial and final frac

ture surface roughness, and Ef the true fracture ducti 1 ity representative 
of the stress state ahead of the crack tip. By equating the change in 

asperity height a(h-h
0

), where a is an unknown constant less than unity, 

to the crack tip opening displacement, estimates of Kc~ were derived. 

The model does not, incidentally, incorporate the role of crack tip Mode 

II displacements characteristic of near-threshold crack growth (48), which 

will markedly influence the extent of interference (56). However, despite 
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this and uncertainties in the empirical CTOD expression and in the 

constant a, this simple model does yield reasonable estimates of Kc~ 

(55). 
Thus, at the small crack tip opening displacements associated with 

near-threshold fatigue crack growth, it appears that crack opening or 
closing loads can be enhanced by the presence of foreign debris. 

Comparisons of the maximum excess oxide thickness at threshold, 
from Auger measurements (Fig. 17), with computed cyclic crack opening 
displacements (t.CTOD) for different classes of 2!;r Cr- mo pressure vessel 
steels, derived from Shih•s calculations for plane strain (56), reveal 
that at the threshold stress intensity (t.K

0
) the two parameters are of 

similar magnitude (Table 4 and Fig. 19). Despite inherent uncertainties 
in the Auger sputtering measurements and in t.CTOD computations, this 
suggests one physically appealing rationale for the existence of a 
threshold, in that the crack will cease to propagate when it becomes 
wedged-closed, such that t.Keff tends to zero. The variation in t.K

0 

for wet and dry environments, at different load ratios, and with varying 
yield strength are consistent with this mechanism. Further, based on 
this model. one would not expect to find a well-defined threshold for 
tests in vacuo, except perhaps at smaller crack tip displacements where 
other sources of closure, such as resulting from fracture surface 
morphology.may play a role. ~Jhile interpretations of such a result may 
be masked by rewelding effects, the vacuum data of Cooke et.al. (10) and 
Skelton and Haigh (12) on medium strength steels do not in fact show a 
well-defined threshold. 

From the above results and discussions, it is clear that in dry 
environments,such as dehumidified hydrogen or helium (where the avail
ability of moisture is less compared to humid environments), and at high 
load ratios {where closure due to plasticity is smaller), the formation 
of excess oxide debris is restricted. In such cases. the closure due 
to corrosion debris is clearly smaller, the effective stress intensity 
range value is larger and hence the resulting threshold values are lower 
compared to humid atmospheres. In other words, near-threshold crack 
growth rates are accelerated in the presence of hydrogen compared to air, 
not because of hydrogen embrittlement per se, but due to a smaller amount 
of closure in gaseous hydrogen as opposed to moist air. This is consistent 
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TABLE 4 

Thresho 1 d Data for 2!a: Cr- H1o Stee 1 s 

! Stee 1 Environment R ~K CTOD1 t•1ax. Oxide 
0 Thickness l c_ycl i c max 

I (1<1Palffi) ()Jm) (JJm) (JJm) 

I SA542-3 moist air 0.05 7.7 0.18 0. 31 0.20 
I 

(0Y = 500 f4Pa) moist air 0. 75 3.2 0.03 0.78 0.01 
dry H2 0.05 5.2 0.08 0.14 0.09 
dry H2 0. 75 3.3 0.03 0.83 

I 
0.01 

dry He 0.05 6.2 0.11 0.20 0.10 
water 0.05 7.8 I 0.18 0. 32 0.25 

I 

I 

SA542-2 moist air 0.05 

I 
7. 1 I 0.11 0.17 0.12 

( 0 = 769 MPa) moist air 0.75 2.8 0.02 0.41 -
I Y 

I 
dry H2 0.05 4.6 0.04 0.07 0.04 
dry H2 0.75 2.8 0.02 0.38 -

I 
dry He 0.05 4.9 0.05 0.08 0.04 

dry He 0.75 2.7 0.02 0.35 -

SA542-2/ 
T690 moist air 0.05 8.6 0.19 0.34 0.16 

( 0y = 575 MPa) dry H2 0.05 6.9 0.12 0.22 0.11 

dry He 
I 

0.05 I 7.1 o. 13 
I 

0.23 0.11 

l I I 

1Plane strain values d~fined as 0.50 (~K2/20'E) - cyclic, and 0.50 (Km 21 
0 E) - maximum, where ~K and ~ arg th~ cyclic and maximum thresR~T8 
stress intensities, 0' aRd 0 argxtRe cyclic and monotonic yield strengths, 
and E is the elastic Ymodulu~. 
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with the oxide thickness measurements~ the observation that hydrogen 

influences threshold behavior only at low load ratios and the fact that 

there is no change in characteristic fracture mode. 
The influences of load ratio and strength on the threshold values 

also follow from such closure concepts (42). The variation of the 
measured threshold ~K0 values in both moist air and hydrogen environ
ments is shown in Fig. 20. At low load ratios, threshold values are 
apparently greater compared to those at higher load ratios because of 
the effect of plasticity-induced crack closure. In moist environments, 

this closure is further enhanced by oxide-induced crack closure compared 
to dry environments. However, above a critical R value (about 0.58 for 

SA542-3 ste~l), both these closure modes are minimized and there is no 
influence of load ratio or environment. The nomenclature for threshold 
stress intensity parameters and their variation with load ratio are shown 
in Fig. 21 (47). It is ass:umed that a minimum positive stress intensity, 

Kc£' is necessary to open a crack and that the effective threshold stress 

intensity range, ~Keff(= ~ax -Kc£), necessary to propagate a fatigue 
crack is roughly constant. At low load ratios (Kmin < Kc£), where the 
measured threshold values ~K are apparently higher than those for 

0 

higher load ratios because of plasticity-induced closure in dry environ-
ments and both plasticity-induced closure and oxide-induced closure in 
moist environments, it is seen that the maximum stress intensity value 

corresponding to threshold ~K is a constant, i.e. K a = K n + 6Keff' o o,m x eN 
However, at high load ratios, where the minimum stress intensity Kmin 
is greater than Kc£' there is little effect of closure and hence the 
measured and the actual threshold alternating stress intensity values 
are approximately the same. The value of R at which the minimum stress 

intensity becomes equal to Kc£' i.e. Rc£' is the critical load ratio 
corresponding to the transition from a constant Ko,max behavior to a 
constant ~K , R-independent behavior. It is important to note from Fig. 

0 

20 that Rc£ corresponding to moist air and hydrogen environme-nt-s-i-s 
about 0.6 and 0.3, respectively. The fact that this critical load ratio 
is higher in moist air than in hydrogen is indicative of higher closure 

loads due to enhanced oxide debris formation. 
Finally, the reduction in threshold 6K

0 
values \'Jith increasing 

material strength and the fact that the effect of hydrogen in ultra-high 
strength steels is apparently smaller (1) may also be consistent with 
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this model, since plasticity-induced crack closure would be expected to 
be reduced in higher strength materials and further, fretting damage 
from oxide debris would be somewhat less severe on the harder fracture 
surface of a high strength material. 

Results of a number of studies in the literature show evidence 
supporting the oxide-induced crack closure model. Such data, along with 
measurement of closure using ultrasonic techniques are discussed in the 
following section. 
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5. OXIDE-INDUCED CRACK CLOSURE: SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 

5.1 Introduction 
Evidence in support of the concepts of oxide-induced crack closure 

can be readily found in the literature. The idea of corrosion deposits 
forming in cracks and influencing subsequent growth behavior is not 
entirely new. For example, threshold results for pressure vessel and 
rotor steel have been found to show somewhat higher ~K0 values in water 
than in air (6, 44). Tu and Seth (9) report slower near~threshold 
growth rates in several rotor steels tested in 100°C in the seemingly 
more aggressive environment of steam compared to air; a fact they 
attribute to a number of factors including crack tip corrosion deposits. 
In fact, observation of corrosion debris has traditionally provided a 
means to detect and monitor the growth of incipient flaws under service 
conditions in many aircraft components (60). Studies by Swanson and 
~1arcus (61) as well as Benoit et.al. (49) clearly show that the pheno
menon of enlarged oxide formation is a result of the fatigue process 
itself and that the amount of oxide diffusion into the material in the 
presence of moist environments during fatigue crack growth is far 
greater than that in the same environment in the absence of crack growth. 
Results of Mahulikar and Marcus (62) reveal that in humid environments, 
residual displacements on the faces of fatigue specimens are higher 
compared to those in vacuum due to the build up of oxides on fracture 
faces. Fatigue data by Nordmark and Fricke (63) explain crack arrest 
during fatigue of 7475 aluminum alloys in sump water using arguments of 
crack tip corrosion deposits. Skelton and Haigh (12) interpret their 
results of lowered ~K0 values in vacuo and at R = -1 in Cr-Mo-V steels 
at 550°C in terms of reduced crack tip opening displacements from shear 
lips and oxide-filling of the crack. It has become clear that several 
hitherto unexplained experimental observations cited in the literature 
can be understood in terms of the concepts of crack closure induced by 
corrosion deposits. 

The results on environmental effects in the near-threshold region of 
crack propagation (presented in the previous chapter) clearly support the 
concepts of oxide-induced crack closure. The fact that, with reference 
to moist air, near-threshold growth rates are accelerated in dry hydrogen 
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and dry helium and marginally decelerated in disti.lled water while 

showing the same behavior in wet hydrogen must be considered as some
what confusing when viewed in the light of conventional corrosion 
fatigue mechanisms. However, these results clearly demonstrate that 

the significant role of environment near-threshold at low load ratios 
depends principally on the availability of moisture rather than on the 
embritt 1 i ng tendency of any specific en vi ronmenta 1 species. This· 
behavior is clearly follows from the result that while dry hydrogen 
accelerates near-threshold crack growth rates by up to 20 times, wet 
hydrogen leads to a threshold behavior similar to moist air. Recent 
data (64) on SA387, Class 2, Grade 22 steel have shown that moisture 
(and not oxygen) is responsible for thick oxide formation. In this 
material, near-threshold growth rates in dry oxygen are found to be 
similar to those in dry air and dry hydrogen and are significantly 
higher than those in moist air. 

5.2 Direct Neasurement of Closure Using Ultrasonics 
To provide direct experimental evidence of the phenomenon of oxide

induced crack closure, actual closure measurements were performed as 
near-threshold cracks using an ultrasonic technique. The procedures were 
performed using the equipment of Williams and Delonga (65) based on 
techniques developed initially by Frandsen et.al. (66). 

A series of compact tension specimens were prepared containing 26 mm 
cracks grown to the threshold stress intensity in moist air at R = 0.05 
and 0.50 and in dry hydrogen at 0.05. Ultrasonic waves, with a frequency 
of 2 MHz, were transmitted at one edge of the specimen and were received 
at the opposite end as shown schematically in Fig. 22, while the specimen 
was mounted on the testing machine for application of the load. The 
specimen was subjected to loads corresponding to stress intensity values 
ranging from zero to about 8.5 t~Palrii (slightly above the ~ax values 
corresponding to the threshold 6K of 7.7 MPalffi at R = 0.05). The 

0 

amplitude of the signal transmitted to the specimen was kept a constant 
and the transmitted output from the receiver was monitored with an 
oscilloscope. There was no variation in the receiver signal up to a 
certain load level beyond which there was a decrease in the signal 
amplitude. This is due to the fact that as the crack starts to open, a 

lesser amount of the signal is transmitted to the receiver leading 
to a reduction in the signal amplitude. After a gradual decrease, 
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receiver signal amplitude again reached a constant value. The loads 

were then dropped to the zero level to check for repeatability. There 

was no noticeable difference between the receiver signals for increasing 

and decreasing loads. 
The variation of receiver output signal is plotted against the 

stress intensity factor for closure tests conducted on specimens fatigue 
cracked to threshold 6K values in both air and hydrogen atmospheres 

0 

(Fig. 23). It is seen that there is no steep decrease in the receiver 
output implying that the crack does not open all at once, but does so 

rather gradually. This is in agreement with the observation of 
Bachmann and Munz (67) that crack surfaces can remain in contact locally, 

while globally the crack can be considered fully open. Although no 

precise estimation for the crack closure stress intensities, Kc~· could 
be obtained, it is observed that the stress intensity levels at which 
the receiver output signal value decreases is of the order of the 

closure K values (roughly equal to K levels at threshold in air and 

hydrogen). The most important observation of these tests is that crack 
opening occurs at a higher stress intensity value for the specimen 
tested in moist air compared to that tested in hydrogen, confirming the 

occurrence of increased crack closure near-threshold due to oxide 

deposits. 
To check the validity of the closure tests, two additional experi~ 

ments were conducted. When a specimen with no fatigue crack was tested, 
there was no variation in the receiver signal while the applied loads 
were increased from zero to threshold levels (Fig. 24), and this constant 

output was the same as that obtained with no load on the specimens thres
hold-tested in air and hydrogen. Also, a specimen with a saw cut equal 
in length to the crack length of the fatigue-cracked specimens showed no 

change in the receiver output with increasing loads. However, the 
amplitude of the output signal for the case of the saw cut .specimen was 
much smaller than the initial output amplitudes of the uncracked and 

the precracked specimens. 
The tests conducted using ultrasonic waves indicate that the 

closure loads for threshold tests in moist air are higher than those in 
dry hydrogen. As a result of the uncertainties involved in using this 

technique and in view of the fact that the crack surfaces may be in 

contact locally (similar to the growing region of Hertzian contact) while 
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macroscopically the crack may remain closed. a single closure load 

cannot be meaningfully estimated. 
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6. INFLUENCE OF FATIGUE UNDERLOAD$ (SUB-THRESHOLD) 

Transients in growth rate behavior induced by single overloads or 
various spectrum loading sequences have been attributed to such mechanisms 
as residual compressive stresses (68, 69), cyclic strain hardening (70), 
crack tip blunting (71), and plasticity-induced closure (45). Since such 
phenomena are common to airframe components many of these studies have been 
performed with thin sheets (68, 69, 72-74), under essentially plane stress 
conditions, where mechanisms such as plasticity-induced crack closure can 
be predominant (45). 

In this work, however, the role of variable amplitude loading under 
fully plane strain conditions is examined. Specifically, the influence 
of block cycling below the threshold stress intensity for no crack 
growth (6K) is considered (1). Such underloads may occur within certain 

0 

loading spectra, and in the laboratory during standard load shedding 
procedures (1, 75) for measuring near-threshold growth rates at low stress 
intensities. For example, since measurement of such near-threshold crack 
growth at conventional frequencies can be so time consuming, it is often 
necessary to interrupt the test, by say stopping or 11 parking" overnight at 
a 6K level below the threshold 6K where presumably no damage can occur. 

0 

Where such interruptions have been reported (76), unexplained transients in 
crack growth behavior often result and behavior after the interruption is 
ini-tially very different from behavior before, for nominally identical 
conditions. In the present work, the influence of periodic cycling at 6K 
levels below the threshold 6K

0 
is examined on near-threshold fatigue crack 

propagation in SA542-3. The transient growth ~ate behavior is rationalized 
in terms of oxide-induced crack closure. 

The influence of variable maplitude loading was examined under constant 
6K cycling (R = 0.05) using load sequences illustrated in Fig. 25. After 
load shedding to near-threshold levels, cracks were grO\'In for 1-1.5 mm at a 
constant baseline 6K level (6K8), whereupon a sub-threshold underload 6K 
level (6Ku) was applied for 2.7 x 106 cycles (15 hrs at 50 Hz). before 
conditions were returned to the original 6K8 baseline level. A series of 
tests were performed for baseline levels of 6K8 = 8.3- 10 ~1Palrii, with under
loads (below 6K

0
) of 6Ku = 4- 7.5 ~1Palrii. From crack length (a) versus 

number of cycles (N) data monitored during the sequence, the following 
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parameters were defined (Fig. 25), namely (da/dN)B the baseline crack growth 
rate at ~KB, (da/dN)5 the initia} crack growth rate at ~KB following the 
underload period, and a* and N* representing the crack length and number of 

cycles at ~KB following the underload period before growth rates returned 
to their original baseline value (da/dN)B. 

Effects of sub-threshold underloads (~Ku < ~K0 ) on near-threshold crack 
growth rates at baseline ~KB levels between 8.3 and 10 ~·1Palrn (R = 0.05) are 
shown in Fig. 26. Data pertinent to this figure in terms of parameters 
defined in Fig. 26 are listed in Table 5. Although no crack growth was ever 
detected during the 2.7 x 106 underload cycles, subsequent crack growth was 
in certain cases severely affected. Little effect was apparent after an 
underload of ·~Ku = 4 f·1Pavrn on baseline growth rates at ~KB = 10 t··1Palrn (Fig. 
26a). Similarly, underload cycling at ~Ku = 6.5 f··1Palrn had only a_ small 
influence on crack growth at ~Ku = 9 MPalrn {Fig. 26b). Application of cyclic 
underloads fractionally below the threshold at ~Ku = 7.5 MPalrn, however, 
resulted in significant decelerations in subsequent baseline growth rates at 
~KB between 8.3 and 10 r,1Palrn (Fig. 26c-f). Following the underload periods, 
initial growth rates were up to 5 times slower than pre-underload baseline 
rates, with retardations experienced over crack growth increments a* up to 
0.3 mm {equivalent to several times the maximum plastic zone sizes at ~KB). 

Thus periods of underload cycles beneath the threshold ~K , where 
0 

presumably no crack growth damage can occur, can give rise to transient 
retardations in near-threshold crack growth rates over distances comparable 
with several maximum plastic zone sizes, the magnitude of the retardation 
depending both on the baseline and underload stress intensity ranges 
applied. 

It has been shown that, in certain circumstances, cycling below the 
threshold stress intensity ~K0 can retard subsequent near-threshold crack 
growth rates, a phenomenon somewhat analogous to the well known effect of 
"coaxing" where smooth specimens cycled below the fatigue limit are often 
found to possess improved resistance to fatigue failure. However, whereas 
coaxing has been attributed to strain againg effects (77), a mechanism for 
the influence of sub-threshold underloads is peresented below in terms of 
oxide-induced crack closure arguments. 

It has been shown in previous sections that oxide thicknesses increase 
with decreasing growth rates and hence with decreasing 6K levels as the 
threshold is approached. Furthermore, from oxide thickness measurements it 
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TABLE 5 
Results of Variable Amplitude Tests Involving Effect of Underloads (6Ku) on Near-Threshold Growth 

6K8 -+ 6KU -+ 6K8 (I~Pavm) 
da d 
dN 

8 
-+ d~ S (mm/cycle) a* (mm) i 

! N*, (no. of cycles) 
I 

!rest No. 
I 

. I 

110-+4-+10 3x10-6 +3x10-6 I 0.010 \ 1.5xl04 

. I 9-+6.5-+9 lx10-6 +8.5xlo- 7 0.008 I 1.5xl04 

a 

b 
i I 
I c I 8.3-+ 7.5-+ 8.3 4 X 10- 7 -+ 1.4 X 10-

7 
0.100 8.0 X 10

5 

I d I 9-+7.5-+9 lx10-6 +2x10- 7 0.140 6.5x10
5 

L
1 e 1 9.5-+ 7.5-+ 9.5 2.5 x 10-6 -+ 6.5 x 10- 7 O.llO 5.0 x 105 

I 10-+ 7.5-+ 10 3 X lo-6 -+ 1.2 X 10-6 0.240 1.5 X 105 
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was inferred that cracks would not propagate when the maximum excess oxide 
thickness equals the pulsating crack tip opening displacement (~CTOD). 

Thus, for particular combinations of baseline ~KB and underload ~Ku, it 
follows that if the excess oxide thickness d formed at baseline ~KB is less 
than the ~CTOD at underload ~Ku, then the application of sub .. threshold 
underload cycles, while not generating fatigue damage per se, can result in 
further oxide formation due to fretting oxidation mechanisms. Thus, on 
returning to the baseline ~KB level following the underload cycling, one 
might expect in this instance some initial retardation in crack growth rates 
due to the increased crack closure loads from the extra oxide deposits formed 
at ~Ku. If, on the other hand, the excess oxide thickness d at ~K8 is 

already larger than the underload ~CTOD, then little effect of the underload 
cycling would be expected since during the latter period the crack would be 
effectively wedged-closed thereby limiting further oxidation. 

This concept is illustrated in Fig. 27, where the variation of crack 
growth rates (da/dN), experimentally measured oxide thickness (d) and 
computed underload pulsating crack tip cyclic CTOD values are plotted. 
Considering first the situation of a baseline ~KB for 10 r·1Pa/m, the oxide 
thickness generated at this level has been measured to be approximately 0.11 
JJm (Fig. 27). Hhen an underload of ~K = 4 f•1Pa/m is applied, the corresponding 

u 
~CTOD is roughly 0.05 ]Jm, smaller than the existing oxide thickness, such 
that the crack remains closed. With no enhancement in oxide-induced crack 
closure, therefore, an underload of 4 MPa/m would be expected to have little 
effect on growth rates at 10 r·,1Pa!rn, in accordance with experimental observa
tions (Fig. 26a and Table 5). Conversely, when an underload of 6Ku = 7.5 
t~Pa!rn is applied at 6K

8 
= 10 ~,1Pa!rn, the underload ~CTOD is now roughly 0.17 JJm, 

larger than the existing (baseline) oxide thickness, such that some further 
oxide growth can occur. With the resulting enhancement in oxide-induced crack 
closure, the 7.5 t-1Palrn underload would be expected to cause some initial 
retardation in growth rates at ~KB = 10 t~Pa/m consistent ~lith experimental 
results (Fig. 26f and Table 5). Similar arguments are applicable to the other 
results in Fig. 26. 

It also follows from this discussion that at each baseline 6K8 lev~l, a 
critical underload stress intensity range (~KUC) would exist below which 
underloads can have little effect. This corresponds to an underload ~Ku 
level below which the crack remains closed, i.e. where the underload 6CTOD 
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is less than the existing oxide thickness (d). For crack growth at ~KB = 

10 MPa/Jm (where d = 0.11 ~m), this corresponds to an underload level of 
~Ku = 6 t,1Pallm. Hence under loads at 7. 5 MPalrii can lead to subsequent 
retardations whereas underloads at 4 f,1Pa/ITJ have little effect (Table 5). 

Similarly, for crack growth at ~KB = 9 f·4Pa/rn where critical underload level 
becomes ~Ku = 7.1 t·1Pa/m, underloads at 7.5 MPa/m are seen to reduce grmiJth 
rates initially by roughly five times, whereas negligible effects are 
apparent following underloads at 6.5 r~Pa/m (Fig. 26b and 26d). Using Fig. 
27, values of ~Kuc can be estimated graphically for any baseline ~KB level, 
by simply following the direction of arrows in equating oxide thickness (d) 

at ~KB to ~CTOD at ~Ku. However, recognizing that oxide-induced crack 
closure is important only at low stress intensities where crack tip displace
ments and corrosion deposits are of the same size scale, it is apparent that 
sub-threshold underloads are only likely to have an effect on near-threshold 
growth rates. With increasing K levels, the corresponding ~CTOD increases 
so rapidly (proportional t~ ~K2 ) that further oxidation during the underload 
would be negligible in comparison. 

Thus, in summary, it has been shown that near-threshold fatigue crack 
growth can suffer transient retardations following underload eye 1 i ng (at the 
same load ratio) below the threshold. Such crack growth retardations are 
reasoned to result from enhanced oxide-induced crack closure generated during 
the underload, provided that the underload ~CTOD is large enough to allow 
further oxide growth. The close numerical correspondence between ~CTOD and 
crack flank oxide thickness data, however, could be considered somewhat 
remarkable in view of the uncertainty in the two estimates. However, 
conceptually such data are totally consistent with an explanation of the 
experimental observations in terms of oxide-induced crack closure. 

In terms of recommended procedures for measuring near-threshold fatigue 
crack growth and threshold ~K values {75), such closure concepts could have 

0 

important consequences. Current practices for threshold determination 
utilize crack growth monitoring under decreasing ~K (load-shedding) and/or 
increasing ~K conditions, thus, continuously involving variable amplitude 
loading. Care is generally taken to avoid too rapid a descent in K to mini
mize crack growth retardation and hence premature threshold determination 
resulting from plasticity considerations. It is now apparent that a further 
factor may be important in that interrupting tests, by 11 parking 11 overnight 
at ~K levels below the threshold, may yield similar premature retardations. 
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Noreover, where oxide-induced closure is significant, one might expect that 

near-threshold growth rates determined under decreasing 6K conditions may be 

somewhat different from those determined under increasing 6K. In this 

regard, it is perhaps, significant that materials which are very susceptible 

to aqueous stress corrosion cracking are often likely to show this behavior 

(75, 78), possibly reflecting a differing contribution from oxide~induced 

crack closure arising from the presence of substantial crack flank corrosion 

deposits. 
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN ULTRAHIGH STRENGTH STEELS 

To contrast with role of environment in influencing near-threshold 

corrosion fatigue crack growth behavior in lower strength steels, a series 
of similar experiments were performed on 300-r~ ultrahigh strength steels. 

tempered to two strength levels. 
The variation of fatigue crack propagation rates (da/dN) as a function 

of the alternating stress intensity (6K) at R = 0.05 for the higher 

strength T300 microstructure is shown in Fig. 28 for environments of moist 
air and dry hydrogen. The data plotted represent mean values from several 
individual tests. As observed for lower strength steels, two distinct 
regimes appear to exist where crack growth behavior is influenced by hydrogen, 
namely above "'10-5 mm/cycle and at near-threshold levels. Above 10-5 mm/ 
cycle, although, growth rates in air and hydrogen are similar at 50 Hz, 
lowering the frequency to 5 Hz results in significantly faster growth rates 
in hydrogen. This behavior, which has been widely reported by others (27-29), 
has been attributed to hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms, consistent with an 

increase in intergranular fracture observed for hydrogen~assisted failures. 
What is intriguing, however, is the observation that at growth rates below 
10-6 mm/cycle at 50 Hz frequency, the presence of hydrogen gas actually results 

in a deceleration in near-threshold propagation rates and a 16% higher 
threshold 6K value compared to air. Similar behavior is seen in the lower 

0 

strength T650 microstructure where, at both high and low load ratios (R = 0.05 
and 0.70) at 50 Hz, growth rates in air and hydrogen are similar until near
threshold levels, whereupon they become slower in hydrogen (Fig. 29). 
Thresho 1 d !1K values in hydrogen are again between ll to 15% higher than in 

0 

air. Since the decelerating influence of hydrogen is both small and 
surprising, the validity of the data in Fig. 2 was checked by performing a 
constant 6K test near the threshold. A crack was grown in hydrogen gas, 
after load-shedding to just above 6K at 6K = 9. 3 f·.1Pa/m, whereupon the en
vironmental chamber was evacuated and flushed with air. The resulting two
fold increase in near-threshold growth rates when air \'Jas introduced provides 

an indication that decelerating effect of hydrogen is real (Fig. 30). Frac
tographically, little difference was apparent between near-threshold cracks 
grown in either environment: characteristic flat, featureless transgranular 

fracture surfaces were observed with isolated intergranular facets. 
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Similar effects have been recently observed in high strength NiCrl~oV 

rotor steels tested in air and hydrogen (80), although earlier data on a 
similar material (where no growth rates were measured) showed threshold 
6K

0 
values to be identical for both environments (43). 
Such observations appear to be at variance with conventional mechanisms 

of corrosion fatigue crack growth, involving hydrogen embrittlement or active 
path corrosion models (2, 27), and are more surprising in view of the well
known susceptibility of high strength steels such as 300-M to embrittlement 
from hydrogen, particularly when tempered to peak strength conditions (i.e. 
at 300°C). Futher, unlike behavior in lower strength steels (42, 44), the 
observations are also inconsistent with fretting oxide-induced crack closure 
mechanisms for near-threshold corrosion fatigue (42-44), since closure would 
only be significant at low load ratios, and lower effective stress intensi
ties would be expected for the moist air environment where presumably oxide 
formation and hence crack closure would be enhanced. However. the role of 
such corrosion debris in high strength materials is still unclear at this 
time since oxide thicknesses are considerably less than in low strength steels. 
This apparently follows from reduced fretting-oxidation effects arising from 
less plasticity-induced closure and less abrasion of the oxide debris on the 
harder steel substrate, and from the fact that the extent of oxide build-up· 
is limited by the smaller crack tip opening displacements (44). Auger 
measurements of oxide thicknesses in the present steel, using Ar+ sputtering 
techniques (44), revealed excess thicknesses of approximately 0.01 urn at 
R = 0.05, which are comparable with the cyclic crack tip displacements (6CTOD) 
at threshold. However, such measurements approached background noise levels 
and it was difficult to detect any changes in oxide thickness between the 
two environments or at different crack lengths. 

Other models for the role of hydrogen involving hydrogen-affected plasti
city (22) and hydrogen-induced f11ode II crack branching (81) were discounted 
since no evidence of hydrogen-induced hardening or softening was seen in 
monotonic and cyclic tests on hydrogen-charged hour-glass specimens, nor was 
there any evidence of more secondary or shear cracking on fracture surface 
in hydrogen. 

It appears. that unlike behavior in lower strength steels at low load 
ratios (42-44). the role of hydrogen gas. compared to moist air, in affecting 
near-threshold fatigue crack propagation in ultrahigh strength steels may 
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still be primarily associated with hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms. However, 
the experimental observations (Figs. 28~30) suggest that, at the partial 
pressures and periods (reciprocal frequency) associated with the near-thres
hold conditions, hydrogen uptake into the matrix, and hence the extent of 
embrittlement may be somewhat more efficient for water vapor compared to 
gaseous hydrogen. This is contrary to experience in steels at higher growth 
rates {27), yet similar to behavior in aluminum alloys (82), and presumably 
occurs because at the small 6CT0Ds associated with near-threshold levels, 
where fretting oxidation promotes enhanced oxide growth even in nominally 
dry environments (44), crack tip oxide deposits may be considerably thicker 
than naturally-formed oxides. Since it is this nucleation and growth of oxide 
on the crack surface which is the source of hydrogen for water vapor environ
ments, whereas the oxide provides a barrier for hydrogen permeation for 
hydrogen gas phase environments, moist air atmospheres may well be more 
aggressive in terms of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms associated with 
near-threshold fatigue crack growth. 
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8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The present study has clearly demonstrated that the presence of corrosion 
products on crack faces significantly influences the fatigue behavior of 
lower strength steels at small stress intensity range values. At this point, 
it is pertinent to consider other forms of crack closure that are of 
importance near threshold. Since fracture morphology may be of the same 
size scale as the excess oxide debris on the crack faces, the possibility 
of crack closure arising from fracture surface roughness (55, 58) and i rre
gular morphology (83) cannot be ignored. The work of Davidson (48) has shown 
that there is a strong Mode II component present at near-threshold growth 
rates. This implies that a rougher fracture surface would result in increased 
threshold 6K values as a result of the discrete contact at several locations 
along the crack length (83). These different mechanisms of crack closure 
described above (and schematically shown in Fig. 31) (84) suggest 

possible explanations for the significant role near threshold of not 
only different environments and load ratios, but also of such other factors 
as yield strength (1, 4, 14) and grain size (1, 4, 59, 85) which are specific 
to the near-threshold regime. The role of increased strength in decreasing 
6K

0 
values may simply result from reduced crack closure, arising from limited 

plasticity-induced closure (45), less fretting (42-44) or perhaps smoother 
fracture surfaces (58). Certainly, higher strength steels show far less 
retardation in crack growth.following single positive overload cycles (87), 
a phenomenon often explained in terms of crack closure arguments. The role 
of finer grain size in similarly decreasing 6K

0 
values again may simply be 

a result of reduced crack closure from less fracture surface roughness. 
Such an explanation is more appealing than those based on inherent micro
structural reasons where plastic zone sizes near 6K are often far less than 

0 
a grain diameter. Quantitative verification of these ideas is in most 
instances lacking~ but it is interesting to note that, similar to the role 
of moist environments seen in the present work, the beneficial effects of 

lower strength and coarser microstructures in reducing near-threshold growth 
rates are generally far less evident, and often non-existent, at high load 
ratios (1, 13, 59, 84), an observation which strongly suggests a prominent 
role of crack closure. 
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In summary, it is clear that concepts of crack closure are of paramount 

importance to fatigue crack growth behavior at near~threshold levels, 

although the mechanisms of such closure may be very different to the plas

ticity-induced closure originally proposed by Elber (45). At lm'l stress 

intensities, closure mechanisms originate from the fact that pulsating crack 

tip o.pening displacements are of a size comparable with fracture surface 

roughness and the thickness of corrosion debris within the crack. These 

ideas, although still somewhat speculative at this time, suggest a very 

different role of alloy composition and microstructure in influencing fatigue 

cracking, a role which may have a profound influence on the direction which 

should be taken for the design of alloys with increased resistance to fatigue 

crack propagation at ultralow growth rates. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on a two-year program concerning a study of ambi.ent temperature 
corrosion fatigue crack propagation in a 2~Cr-1Mo (SA542-3) pressure 
vessel steel, a SA516-70 pipeline steel and an ultrahigh strength 300-M 
steel, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. The role of gaseous hydrogen in enhancing fatigue crack propagation 
in lower strength steels is apparent in two distinct growth rate 
regimes, namely at the mid-range of growth rates ( typically above "'1 o-5 

mm/cycle) and at near-threshold levels. Both regimes occur at stress 
intensities well below Kiscc' the threshold for hydrogen-assisted 
cracking under sustained loads, and appear to be associated with entirely 
different primary mechanisms of corrosion fatigue. 

2. Hydrogen-assisted crack growth in the mid-range of growth rates is 
characterized by an abrupt acceleration in growth rates above a critical 

Kmaxvalue, termed K~ax· The acceleration is seen to be dependent upon 
load ratio, frequency and hydrogen pressure, and in SA542-3 is coincident 
with a change in fracture mode from predominately transgranular to inter
granular fracture. Such enhanced crack growth rates are attributed to 
classical hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms, with KT termed as the ·max 
en vi ron menta 1 threshold in fatigue for 11 COnventi on a 111 hydrogen-assisted 
growth. 

T 3. Since the value of the cyclic environmental threshold, K a , is m x 
significantly less than Kiscc' the sustained-load environmental thres-
hold, the use of Kiscc in design is considered to be highly questionable 
for lower strength steels. 

4. The role of environment at near-threshold levels (below typically 
10-6 mm/cycle) is seen to be markedly different in lower strength steels 
from conventional corrosion fatigue behavior. Although near-threshold 
crack growth rates are enhanced in dry hydrogen compared to moist air, 
the effect is only seen at low load ratios. Futhermore, growth rates 
are similarly enhanced in dry helium, yet somewhat decelerated in 
distilled water and relatively unchanged in wet hydrogen. 

5. Unlikely behavior at higher, mid-range growth, there appears to be 
no characteristic fracture mode for environmentally-influenced crack 
growth at near-threshold stress intensities. 
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6. Near-threshold fatigue fracture surfaces are often characterized 
by visual corrosion deposits. Such deposits have been identified using 

ESCA analysis to be predominately Fe2o3. Using Auger spectroscopy, the 

thickness of the oxide deposits has been found to be inversely related 
to the crack growth rate, to be promoted in moist environments and at low 
load ratios and in general to be serveral times larger than oxide formed 
naturally on fresh metal surface exposed to the same environment and 
temperature for similar time periods . 

7. Environmental influences on near-threshold growth rates in lower 
strength steels have been interpreted in terms of enhanced crack 
closure generated by such excess corrosion deposits. According to this 
model, termed oxide-induced crack closure, near-threshold growth rates 
are faster in dry environments, such as dehumidified gaseous hydrogen, 
primarily because of reduced crack closure effects resulting from less 
oxide debris formation on crack surfaces. 

a: Concepts of oxide-induced closure are consistent with observed 
effects of load ratio, fracture morphology, and environment on near
threshold behavior in lower strength steels and further are in accord-
ance with previous observations that inert environments accelerate near
threshold growth rates compared to distilled water, cited in the literature. 

9. Despite the normal uncertainties involved in oxide thickness 
measurements, it can be inferred that the thickness of the excess 
oxide debris on the crack flanks is roughly of the order of the 
cyclic crack tip opening displacement at the threshold. Accordingly, 
one rationale for the existence of a threshold for fatigue can be 
considered as the stress intensity range when the crack becomes 11Wedged
closed11 with corrosion deposits. 

10. fvleasurement of closure near threshold using ultrasonic techniques 
clearly demonstrate the increased amount of closure in moist air compared 
to dry hydrogen, even though precise measurement of closure loads are 
not feasible. It is also seen that crack opening may not be a spontaneous 
pheonomenon, but rather gradual process with crack surfaces remaining in 
contact locally, while globally the crack can be considered fully open. 

11. Block underload cycles at alternating stress intensities below the 
threshold can result in significant transient retardations in initial 
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growth rates when cycling is subsequently resumed at baseline 6K8 levels, 
the magnitude of the effect being critically dependent upon underload 

(6Ku) and baseline (6K8) stress intensitites. This behavior appears to 
be consistent with the arguments of oxide-induced crack closure. The 
1 ack of such crack growth retardation effects for certa.i n combinations 
of underload and baseline load levels is found to occur when pulsating 
crack tip displacements at the underload are smaller than the existing 
excess oxide thicknesses. 

12. In addition to mechanisms generaged by corrosion debris, sources of 
enhanced crack closure from fracture morphology and roughness may arise 
at near-threshold levels because their size-scales are comparable to 
crack tip displacements. 

13. Studies on the ultrahigh strength 300-M alloy steel, quenched and 
tempered at 300°C and 650°C to tensile strengths of 2000 and 1200 MPa, 

-5 . . . respectively, reveal that, above 10 mm/cycle, the influence of 
hydrogen on fatigue crack gowth rates is similar to the behavior seen 
in lower strength SA542-3 and SA516-70 steels. While growth rates are 
similar in air and hydrogen at 50 Hz, the presence of hydrogen gas 
results in significantly faster growth rates at 5 Hz, associated with 
pre~ominately intergranular cracking. 

-6 . 1 14. Below 10 mm/cycle, the presence of hydrogen gas results 1n s ower 
near-threshold growth rates for the 300-~~ alloy, with threshold 6K

0 

values 13% lower in moist air. The lower growth rates in gaseous 
hydrogen are observed for both tempers at 50 Hz, at high and low load 
ratios, and are associated with no apparent change in fracture mode. 

15. Measurement of oxide deposits in ultrahigh strength steels do not 
indicate any enhanced build-up of corrosion debris at near-threshold 
levels, unlike behavior in lower strength steels. 

16. The observed influence of dry gaseous hydrogen and moist air on 
near-threshold behavior in ultrahigh strength steels has been tentatively 
atiributed to hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms. In the absence of any 
significant role of oxide-induced crack closure, hydrogen-assisted 
cracking in moist environments appears to be more prevalent than in 
gaseous hydrogen at the ultralow stress intensity ranges. 
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